Scrapbooking Sample Assignment

In conclusion, the scrapbook is an important way to preserve memories which are very dear to us. Through photography skills which are necessary to take quality evaluated comments. Lastly, Re-orientation is depended on the reason and members contained in the text and it also contains structure consists of the following; 1. The orientation which consists of background details to help the reader understand the nature of the text. 2. The event is the important for developing long-term memories of our loved ones by remembering the event forever”. Additionally, a scrapbook can be used to edit photographs taken beautiful features such as stickers, candles, lovely writing and so on, which can be done in a nice way to attract the audience (Moss, p 63). However, “scrapbook is graduation, wedding and birthday ceremonies through audio taping, video recording, writing, and photography. The celebration can use coloring paper by adding cases, match books and small holders (Maria, p160). Moreover, there are other basic materials included in the scrap booking are papers, which are in form cardstock and printed paper with a photo corner mount with an inclusion of a mounting tape for the photo, scissors, cutting tool, art pens mounting glues and journaling archival pens. In addition, scrapbooking contains more elaborate designs like rubber stamps, die cut templates, stencils, craft punches, eyelet setters and die cut machines. Vibrantly, most of people who enjoys scrapbooking, makes their own background papers using such tools and textured scissors.

Concurrently, Scrapbooking is now a popular crafting as it lets people to document their families’ history and socializing with others whilst crafting (Maria, p163). In addition, there are also gift books of doing the same thing which is referred to as project Life. The Project Life is a system that offers an easier and a quicker way of documenting milestones and activities which involves binders having variety of pages. These pages contains some of the photo sleeves, paper as well as other adornment going in accompaniment with them. Unequivocally, there are more than More than 4 million women in the United States currently, which are said to be scrap bookers. Moreover, hobbies and crafts have greatly worked hard under the scrapbooking shade, where they have consistently incorporated adult coloring and decorative planners to make their art to be more attractive (Maria, p165). Dedicated trade shows has been yet another rise of the scrapbooking art where the shows incudes the scrapbook, stamp EXPO, craft as well Hobby Association Act. (CHA). Moreover, the contemporary scrapbooking, is done on squared thirty centimeter A4 paper size, although there are smaller albums which have become popular nowadays where the common used albums have a new format of 6 to 8 squared inches.

Scrapbooking commentary

“Commentary structure is a form of writing to retell experiences and events through time. Commentary involves a writer recapping memories or proceedings of their life” (Moss, p58). Scrapbook is recommended of recording family celebrations for future reference and keep the memories for future flashbacks on events such as graduation, wedding and birthday ceremonies through audio taping, video recording, writing, and photography. The celebration can use coloring paper by adding beautiful features such as stickers, candles, lovely writing and so on, which can be done in a nice way to attract the audience (Moss, p 63). However, “scrapbook is important for developing long-term memories of our loved ones by remembering the event forever”. Additionally, a scrapbook can be used to edit photographs taken in the ceremony into different shapes, background colors change according to the individual’s feelings and how they want to appear (Moss, p 68). The commentary structure consists of the following; 1. The orientation which consists of background details to help the reader understand the nature of the text. 2. The event is the currentment in a systematic way and clear detailing. Lastly, Re-orientation is depended on the reason and members contained in the text and it also contains ed comments.
pictures for the purpose to be stored in the scrapbook for future reference. However, "commentary structure is an important part of the scrapbook because it gives a clear understanding of the pictures contained in the scrapbook even when individuals in the photo are long gone it can still be understood by those who pose it and see it". Thus, the scrapbook cannot be complete without following the steps implemented in the explanation which include orientation, event, and re-orientation for it to present a clear picture and understanding of the event when it was taken. Additionally, it is necessary for people to keep a scrapbook for the events they feel are important to them so that they can remember them in future when some of the members who participated in the event are gone or dead so that they can keep their memories alive and live within the living.
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